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This experiment was created and tested to see if the type of material used in a standard 
construction wall affects the amount of sound transmitted through the wall.  I predicted that if the 
type of material being used was acoustic foam with a standard construction wall, then there 
would be the least amount of sound transmitted through the material, because acoustic foam with 
a standard construction wall is thick, and it deflects sound easily due to its triangular shape. The 
independent variable in this experiment is the type of material being used to block the sound.  
The list of independent variable materials I used include:  A) an empty standard construction 
wall, B) fiberglass insulation-filled construction wall, C) ceiling tile with a standard construction 
wall, and D) acoustic foam with a standard construction wall. The dependent variable is the 
amount of sound that passes through the material being used. I measured the dependent variable 
with a decibel meter.  The many controlled variables for this experiment include the amount of 
sound being created by the speaker, the position the meter over the sound box, the drywall and 
2x4’s, the dimensions of the construction, wind, heat, and the frequency of the sound. 

The results for this experiment were conclusive. When the A) standard construction wall was 
being tested, 75 decibels reached the sound meter outside the sound box resulting in a 35 decibel 
decrease. When the B) fiberglass insulation-filled construction wall was being tested 71 decibels 
reached the meter resulting in a 39 decibel decrease. When the C) ceiling tile with a standard 
construction wall was being tested, 67 decibels reached the meter resulting in a 43 decibel 
decrease. When the D) acoustic foam with a standard construction wall was being tested 64 
decibels reached the sound meter resulting in a 46 decibel decrease. The hypothesis was 
accepted. Acoustic foam with a construction wall absorbed 46 decibel which was the most sound 
absorbed by any material tested. This experiment benefited others by showing them that drywall 
with acoustic foam absorbed sound best, so they can choose it to be installed when building a 
house or studio.  Also, this experiment discovered that drywall was the best individual insulator 
while still being an extremely cheap and widely used product. With this piece of information 
people will be able to soundproof a home effectively while still keeping their budget low. 


